March's Sampler of the Month

For years and years, probably more than a decade, I've wanted to stitch the "Maria Short Sampler" from Moira Blackburn. I've kitted
it several times with different silks and different linens, depending on what was my current favorite. By choosing it as our March
Sampler of the Month I have finally moved it from my to-do-some-day basket to my working-on-at-this-moment basket. I've chosen
40c Vintage Pear from Lakeside Linens with Crescent Colours' Belle Soie silks, and below is a scan of the fabric+silks and photos of my
sampler in progress ~ and a scan of Needlepoint, Inc. silk on Vintage Light Examplar. I've also done a conversion to A Ver A'Soie if
that's your preferred silk. The slight difference in fabric color results, I think, from one being a scan and the others photographs.

I have loved this sampler for several reasons: It has several beautiful trees AND a gorgeous rose in the lower center, as well as an
unusual border ,,, and because I love the verse from Proverbs pictured on the cover sampler: "She seeketh wool and flax and worketh
willingly with her hands." Once I looked inside the chartpack I found another charted verse: "Yesterday is past, tomorrow is none of
thine ~ Today thy life to virtuous acts incline." The most recent shipment from Moira arrived with a photo of a sampler featuring the
second verse on its cover. And inside is a photo of the original sampler that Moira was given a second chance at purchasing. Here's what
she says about this purchase: " It is a lovely old sampler and hangs on my bedroom wall. I actually was at the auction it was sold at but I
was too hesitant, not being used to auctions........then I came across it again in an antique shop so I got it for the inflated price!" What a
fortunate thing for all of us!
Save 15% during March on the chart ($21), silks, or fabric.
For many years we've had three of Moira's samplers as shop models: "Growing Like a Tree" ~ "Time and Season" ~ and "Three Things."
I've also pictured one of her newest, "Pains of Love." I'd encourage you to visit her Web site to view all that are available:
http://www.moirablackburn.com/ ~ we have many currently in stock and, if not, we will be happy to order them.

March's Attic Addit Specials
As a member of our Attic Addict Club you are entitled to a 15% discount on the following items during the month of March:

Moira Blackburn charts

Belle Soie silks
Lakeside Linens custom cuts

UpcomingClasses

~ (More will be listed in a future newsletter)

continues . . .

Waterfield Band Sampler Study/Stitch Group
Sessions: ????
Tomorrow, March 15, 10 a.m. - Noon
Fee: $25 for 6 sessions or $5/session
Some of you are making great progress on this masterful design by Page Dorsey/ The Samplar Workes. Tomorrow we will spend
several hours together again learning from each other, getting inspiration from those who "have gone before." Please call to let us know
you will be joining us.
Sampler Sunday Fee: $10
Sunday, March 30, 1 - 4 p.m.
Because of Palm Sunday and Easter, this month's Sunday afternoon sampler stitch-in has been postponed until March 30. Bring your
sampler stitching, any finished or in-progress pieces for show-and-tell, a favorite part of this gathering of needleworkers, and spend the
afternoon with us. Refreshments will be served. Therefore, please call to register.

New in the Shop

Oh, dear, with several weeks' accumulation of new things, as well as some wonderful things we brought back from the Nashville market
that I haven't shown you, where do I begin? Randomly, for sure. Here are some favorites made from our favorite fabrics:
Mesh project bags, two sizes (large $26 ~ small $20)
three items photographed together to show relative size: couch caddy ($48) ~ pincushion ($18) ~ zippered tote ($75) (some
are in stock, some have been reordered)
Tidy totes (or couch caddies, several colors available ~ $24)
Sampler fabric bound books filled with graph paper for charting or notetaking ($14)

This chartpack, "The Sampler Necessarie" ($18) from Darlene Lara/The Marking Sampler contains three wonderful projects:
reproductions of two miniature samplers, Lavinia Merritt Young and Mary Young 1825 ~ and instructions for completing The Sampler
Necessarie which we've shown you enlarged in the second photo, along with its inside with two handpainted scrim pieces peeking out of
their pockets, a ruler and a threadwinder ($68 for the set). The front of the necessarie is an exact reproduction of Lavinia's sampler.
Darlene found both of these antique samplers at a yard sale in England.

Sandra Sullivan/HomespunElegance has some wonderful new things:
a very special limited edition treasure for you, the hanging "Stash Keep" ($26). It is made of tin and painted an old brick aged
with black. The pin cushion designed to be attached to the top is adorned with a black safety pin and a "vintage" button, both
included.
"Spring Eggs I" ($7.50), perfectly adorable with bunnies and chicks
"Colonial Inspirations I ~ Flower Urn" ($8) is shown both framed (frame - $31) and on a prefinished "Stitchery Keep" ($22) with
a 32-count linen insert, lace trim, and the Olde Brass Ethel button
A Quaker Year begins with "Merry Winter" ($7.50, first in a series of four seasonal designs featuring Quaker inspired motifs ~
"Spring" will be released in a few weeks
"Lady Quaker" ($9 + $1.50 for the antique brass frame) has a pincushion, scissors fob, and lady pendant (stitched on 40c), shown
on the framed ABC sampler
Meowy Tyme for January & February and March & April (each $7.50) make charming seasonal decorations, whether framed or
bannered on your Meowy Tyme. Note the adorable open-weave basket charm that Mr. Hare is carrying and his fluffy cottontail,
both adding dimension to this design

A few notes about items from our last newsletter:
In response to many requests, even though the tin is no longer available, this very adorable design from Clara of The Stitching
Parlour is available as a chartpack, "Season's Greetings" ($6)
"Abigail's Work Basket" ($119 for the extensive chart with multiple pieces + basket) is now available in an oval shape. Cathy

Campbell/Primitive Traditions is busily restitching/recharting/rephotographing to fit this basket, which is only slightly smaller
than the round, and only in its top/bottom dimensions. As my husband often says, riding by on horseback at midnight no one
would know it wasn't round. It's only slightly oval. The round baskets were sold out in the first weekend, and more are not
expected for months, unless another source can be located, and a photograph of the oval one will be shown as soon as it is
available.

From Barb + Alma, aka Blackbird Designs , as always, fabulous new things:
"Thank you, Sarah Tobias" ($22) is a 24-page booklet full of wonderful projects, seven in all (samplers, pincushions, and a
beautiful needlecase, all inspired by an antique Pennsylvania Dutch sampler by Sarah Tobias ~ thus, the name.
The next two in their Remember Me Series of family history patterns: "I Thee Wed" and "Mildred's Garden House" (each $9) ~
each of these samplers celebrates a member of Barb's family, and each house in this series records Barb's genealogy in thread.
An alphabet is included and you are encouraged to replace the names with names you hold dear, and if space is a problem stitch
over one thread.
The first two in the "Reward of Merit" series of small pieces that may be stitched as gifts to honor an act of kindness: "Buttons
& Pins" and "Spring Greetings" (each $7)
While we don't have an image to show you, we know that the second installment of the 2008 Loose Feathers Club will be on its
way to us very soon, and this one contains the beginnings of the "map" to the Mystery Sampler that will conclude this year's
offerings at the end of the year. If you'd like to receive these bimonthly charts ($9), get on the ever-growing list and reserve
yours now. If you missed 2008's first, "Where My Heart Blooms," it is still available.

Here's more from Nashville, designs/kits from the very talented Pam Reed/Olde Colonial Designs :
"Basting Thread Pocket & Measure" ($33) is a very complete kit which finishes into a most useful accessory for your stitching
basket ~ so much prettier to use your stitched measure marker than a ruler or tape measure to find your starting spot ~ and you
will have a marking pin with a stitched "head" to mark the spot!
The "Rooster Needlework Pillow ($23) is also a complete kit ~ and to give you an idea of its very petite size, the opening in the
pillow measures 3 x 3 1/4 inches
The Nantucket Opera Bag (aka Nantucket Needlework Basket and Topper) is another must-have. The basket+topper ($48) are
sold separately from the Scissors Case and Fob Kit ($29.50). The inside of the basket is "lined" with a ceramic cup, reminiscent
of a pencil cup, so perfect for storing your special needlework tools. The accessory kit for the scissor case and fob is complete
with all materials and finishing instructions.
More of the Miss Penny dolls ($68), pictured in our last newsletter, are on order ~ if you want this easy-to-complete treasure
for your daughter(s) or granddaughter(s), don't delay in reserving yours. While not specifically listed as a limited edition kit, it
has been suggested that these will not available in the marketplace for very long. You might even want one for yourself!

There's so much more that can't possibly fit in today's edition and will have to wait till next time. Much has accumulated to show you in
the past several weeks. To all of you who phoned or e-mailed to express concern, thanks very much. for your kind thoughts. And to
know that you enjoy receiving this almost-weekly tome makes the time investment worth it. We've been short-staffed at the shop for
several weeks, with Betsy recuperating from her knee replacement surgery (she's back for one day a week now) and with other staff
taking time off to spend with out-of-town family visiting during our beautiful desert Springtime. February was a blur. They talk about
March Madness, but I'm hoping the madness is over!
Here are several photos from our end-of-February retreat at the Junipine in Sedona. The snow on Friday as viewed through our patio
door overlooking the canyon, but how comfortable it was in our creekhouses stitching by the fire ~ or playing in the quickly accumulating
snow on the patio ~ with glorious sunshine on Saturday. Amy treated us to S'Mores for dessert on Saturday evening. Barbara finished
her project (the "Minute Spot" from The Drawn Thread ) during the weekend, and we took a photo to capture it! And Amy almost
finished hers! ("A Child's Prayer," new from With My Needle). Saturday night we posed for a group photo as we enjoyed our last dinner
together in the cafe before heading down the mountain and back to reality

It was a near-perfect day the following Friday for an afternoon's tea at the Shemer Gallery, to officially open the Phoenix Needlework
Show. Thank you very much, Mary, Angelica, Carla, and Carol, for your hard work to make this a great success! The show at the Shemer
continues through Friday, March 21, so if you haven't gone, do make it a point to see it. You will be inspired! So many beautiful entries.
And with their permission, I will photograph and show you the pieces exhibited by a number of The Attic's customers, for those of you
who live too far to enjoy it in person.

The print today is not Irish green in honor of St. Patrick's Day but, rather, Packer green, with Packer gold in the golden memories.

Thanks for the memories, Brett Favre ~ not only will you be remembered as the greatest to ever play quarterback in the NFL, but also as
the type of man who epitomized what a professional sports figure should be about. And thanks to many fellow Packer fans who subscribe
to this newsletter who e-mailed and/or phoned as we mourned together at the news that #4 was retiring.

Jean Lea
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